FEATURED BLOG POST

Explore Setting O: Gain Experience Through Self-Directed Online Courses

Check out these opportunities to earn experience under Setting O by completing certifications or self-guided continuing education (CE) courses.

Learn More

EXPERIENCE AREA HIGHLIGHT

Practice Management

Practice management focuses on running an architecture firm. Under this area, you'll gain experience managing a business, marketing your firm, securing projects, working with clients, and sustaining a positive and professional work environment.

FEATURED RESOURCE

Your Guide to the AXP

If you're looking for a quick overview of the AXP, this booklet provides an easy-to-read explanation of the key points—including the practice areas, experience settings, and answers to frequently asked questions.

ON THE BLOG

Architect Spotlight: Gabriella Bermea

Texas-based architect Gabriella Bermea shares her experience as an NCARB volunteer and gives advice for aspiring architects.

SURVEY: Does Your Firm Support Your Licensure Goals?

Take this 5-minute survey to help us understand how firms can better assist their employees in navigating the experience program, preparing for the licensing exam, and more.

Al as an Enhancer for the Architect, Not a Replacement

How should the architecture profession respond to the evolution of artificial intelligence? At NCARB's inaugural Futures Symposium, three experts weighed in.